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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
PROLOGUE
Let me start this article with the preamble of constitution as WE, THE
PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly resolved to constitute India into a
SOVEREIGN, SOCIALIST, SECULAR, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to all its
citizens:
JUSTICE, social, economic and political;
LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship;
EQUALITY of status and of opportunity; and to promote among them all
FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and integrity of the
Nation;
IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY this twenty-sixth day of November, 1949, do
HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION. This
preamble has legal reference that it is just sufficient if this is followed in social
order, not the excerpts of entire constitution be known and pulled out as and when
needed for justification. This preamble can handle anything and everything to
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everyone’s aspirations and wishes simply. This definition of Indian government has
no mention as it is parliamentary, federal system which must be noticed to further
the discussion. The terms SOVEREIGN, SOCIALISTIC, SECULAR, DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC supports federal system collectively. Parliamentary is simply the
descendence from British, with no purpose as the government itself is native after
freedom, and thus it needs no opposition. Every member of the assembly or
parliament need to look into global opportunities to move ahead, that there is no
way to find fault on others. Thus it becomes simply a forum to talk on common
agenda, not to establish party’ s order or its lead, self too anyways.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Why the government need to be declared as federal?.It makes the mandates
normative, to execution that drives away directives, rules and acts of control.
Federal is centralized which focuses on Constitution, not the powers, cumulative
too that it assures self automatically, naturally hooded. If you do the right things,
you fetch credits points, if you do wrong things you learn thus fetch merit reserves.
Thus there is no loss anyways. If not federal, the powers vested by constitution to
enact region specific norms, would segment the nation into pieces of rights. Such
powers are vested to conglomerate grits, small portions to form pieces of riches
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otherwise, to add to the nation, union for which declaring the ruling policy to be
federal becomes a must. Since the social system was not to higher order
perspective to realize every one is special, the federal powers vested to states were
not given and that gave rise to revolts for the hidden agenda. Federal is what next
for me, not what next for mine that it relieves the system from investigative,
precautionary, follow up mechanism.
Forming a federal government is a progression from what is existing that it is
not a difficult task at all. Being evolutionary it sets momentum right in pace for
acceleration. It brings out the self of every one in order with his own riches that he
will never go wrong that assures his place value in the system. For this continuous
work paradigm holistic to one as passion is possible this makes the system lively
secular, dynamic and progressive. The routine takes in all that is specified in the
preamble as component of every activity that the real value is reached ever, and is
basic thus not ideal.
There are two modes in which the government could be perceived to
accommodate public. It is a scrutinizer, recursive that it makes public away from it
to expand in space. It is a facilitator that it invites people to be its part and make it
firm, valuable. Anarchy made it to the earlier said form through restrictive acts and
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rules which will result only in revolts, protests, terrorism and calamities. Second
form is facilitator, evolutionary, progressive, a step ahead ever. There is no
condition involved, except a condition that everything need to be taken positive
and progressive.
For the first form, just the personnel would do. For the second form every
citizen is a must. For the first form you need stringent norms and scales, tax as
revenue. For the second you have only fundamental norms for government services
and perks are formative, specific to every individual. One can relax, stay and take
on the speed to his mind to live for his self and that will not affect the order of flow
in the government anyways. It is thus outcome based, self actualized. There cannot
be problems, complexities anyways since there is no compulsive intrusion, but
voluntary inclusion. Since there is no grieves, every wish is fulfilled for the virtual
space, there will not be peer pressure too.
How the government through its constitution defines its governance for
people, of the people, by the people. It divides the administrative segments to be
revenue generating , thus sovereign encompassing the balance between natural
and human reserves, how exponential the productivity and regenerative capacity
defines the ability, skill, capacity, efficiency of the segment. It can have its own
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organization structure to remain void free and the virtual space makes it to
transparency and accountability for better understanding and justification for
acceptance. It will have its council, reserve, and surplus adding to central treasury
as its contribution to remain special, unique in governance. The counselors thus
form the base for a village administration, it moves on as town panchayat,
corporation and metropolitan in different spheres of infrastructure assuring clarity,
organized and well paced structure to make everyone feel at home, natural, normal
but certainly not ordered that makes the difference. We get more on tourism and
exploration not by making adversity, but by offering homely environment, peace
and amity to the might of everyone. It needs not all in one, but making all in one as
capacity. Upgrades are thus needed in planning to go in order with global scale to
be part in global governance. When we could print our needs as currency, where is
the need to exploit others riches to the core by exchanges? It is to the limit as
global produces reaching every part of the world assuring sharing, assuring
universal oneness. We still have bounds of wealth unexplored, bounds of wealth
exploited, drained, bounds of wealth acquired, stored and thus the imbalance
result in social disorder. Just the right is essential to create social awareness that it
is just the right from the social space, commons, not from others anyways. This is
the core for federal assuring human rights as responsibility, self actualization
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setting dynamism in the system forming, network, frame work dissolving the bonds
altogether.
Counselors of the wards are not part of the party but hold direct recruitment
unlike that is seen as practical in assembly. They are bound to give the outcome
when the tenure is over progressive for the balance of human and natural reserves.
Each constituency has public representatives, not certainly the assembly members
by self, that they cannot vote on their own for public, they must show evidential
support for their stance in assembly proceedings as the public representation of
their constituency. Party domination for the vote based election make it to party
that the system fails to be sovereign, socialistic, secular, democratic republic. For
more than half a century, India has been in anarchy to make the members rich that
there is considerable regression in both natural and human reserves. It was
understood as inflation and that is illusion for which the same regression continue
with no further developments in India, venting all that locked to international
ventures. It cannot be brought back again as currency; it can be made as veins and
arteries of Indigenous wealth across the globe to strengthen India that those
investments must be made progressive adding to government. This makes the
punishable deeds as rewarding deeds for the ignorance of majority of constitution.
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Thus every constituency will have a directory of all its natural wealth, human
wealth and they be speculated, productive on claims, the able need to give job for
all which is what is job for hundred days is. Through this scheme we make every
one entrepreneur basically. Indian sovereignty is this. Skillful naturally, thus
entrepreneurial in several facets. Better life style is always white collared that
doesn’t mean it is officiate, but automated, mechanized. This reduces labour, man
hours that the same goes as passion with arts and innovation to make new.
There can be five year duration, tenure of service as public representatives.
There can be claims to get appointed as public representatives. There can be
nominations from party, association, moves and self too. They need to give a
manifesto, they need to get endorsed from party funds. Government puts forth
these MANIFESTO OF ALL CANDIDATES, FORMING THEM A GROUP. They got to
choose one among their self as the public representative for their constituency. The
manifesto then be improved including the good deeds put forth by all and kept for
public acceptance. Public may, after carefully scrutinizing that their opinion adds to
the manifesto, can give them and finally the manifesto is to be approved by the
government for the accepted spell. This remains for public and has no commitment
with the representative or the rest of the nominees forming the council, but to the
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constituency for its development that resignation in the interim would not affect
the governance at all. This is absolutely acceptable for fundamental norms for
government services. There can be creation of jobs and claims of remuneration,
provided they are upgrading the natural and human reserves generating adequate
revenue thus sovereign. Thus the approved manifesto takes the assessment true
for development and upgraded for the next tenure. Nothing more on the risks need
to be dealt, it is absolutely progressive, mess free and the right always.
CONCLUSION:
Having understood that it is black activity, not black money, to be ethically
reformed. It is simply truth not just which need to create conviction, laborious,
stringent norms goes off for which tax system too goes off. It is the entire charges
individual specific that e governance is in its form to enact governance for
transparency and accountability offering everyone their own right to live. This
relieves time, places, season, wealth and power as illusions that authenticity
establishes the reality, in lieu of practicality imposed by institutionalism. Thus
governance truly establishes itself to be part of the government. Judicial system
having found the civil and criminal issues would go off on executing Constitution in
public affairs , if constitution is taken to assure right to live of every individual, his
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aspirations come true that the vigilance measures help to regulate all for norms.
The mistakes were taken out of ignorance by default that it is not guilt, but guild to
make them ably contributing to the nation always. Thus the legal system and public
information system forms the integral part of every government department to
transform all heads to leads to work for mission pulling out lot loads of
opportunities for all to move ahead setting dynamism in the routine that works
towards establishing the preamble of Constitution.
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